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OUTSIDE WORKERS

When Does a Temp or Contractor Become an Employee?
Many companies contract out certain parts of
their work functions to either temporary staff
or independent contractors.
But, if someone is working for your company
full time for an extended period, the question
arises of when that person ought to be
considered and designated as a permanent
employee.
The issue is important because the longer
someone is working for you, the more the line
blurs between contractor and employee.
Getting it right can save you financial and legal
headaches if a government agency questions
the relationship or if the worker sues you for
labor infractions, employee benefits or workers’
compensation benefits if they are injured while
working for you.
There are a number of laws and regulations
that you can run afoul of for not classifying a
worker or contractor properly, each of which
can cost you.
The employment law firm of Foley & Lardner
wrote in a recent circular to its clients:

“Six months is usually recommended as a safe duration and one year should usually be considered
an outside limit, assuming that the other independent contractor criteria are met. Every month
the contracting relationship is extended, the worker looks more and more like a W-2 employee.
Regardless of the duration selected, employers should define the limit in writing so there is a specific
‘term’ in place.”
LAWS, REGULATIONS GOVERNING WORKER MISCLASSIFICATION
• Fair Labor Standards Act
•

Workers’ comp laws

•

Unemployment regulations (premium payment obligations required for
employees)

•

IRS rules

•

The Employment Retirement Income Security Act.

A WORKER MIGHT BE AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR IF:
• They have a federal tax ID
•

They have a capital investment in their own business

•

They hold themselves out to other employers as being available to perform work

•

They control the manner and method of their work

•

They are not doing the same work, in the same way, as other employees
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For a quote on workers’ comp insurance, business insurance,
or health insurance, please contact David Katz.

David Katz
CA License #0712961
415-489-7614
david@vma.bz

HEALTH INSURANCE

Proposed Rule Would Let Employers Reimburse for Premiums
Obama administration guidance (as it was
not actually written into the regulations)
barring employers from paying into HRAs
to help workers pay for health insurance
premiums from policies they buy on the open
market or on government-run exchanges.
Companies that were caught in such
arrangements faced a hefty fine of up to
$36,000 a year.
The employer mandate would stay intact but
the proposed rule would allow an employer
to satisfy the mandate by funding HRAs for
its workers. Under the employer mandate,
organizations with 50 or more full-time or
full-time-equivalent employees are required
to purchase “affordable” health coverage
that covers at a minimum 10 essential
benefits as outlined under the law.
HRAS MUST BE AFFORDABLE
The key is that the HRA must also be
affordable under the proposed rules. That
would depend in part on the amount the
employer contributes to the HRA.

The Trump administration is moving ahead with
new regulations that would make it easier for
employers to enter into health reimbursement
arrangements (HRAs) with their employees, a
practice that can be severely penalized under
the Affordable Care Act.
Under the proposed regulations – issued
by the departments of Labor, Treasury and
Health and Human Services – employees
would be allowed to shop and pay for their
own coverage using tax-free HRAs that are
set up by their employers.
Under the proposed rule, employers that
offer traditional health insurance would be
allowed to fund an HRA with up to $1,800
per year. The money in the HRA could be used
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to reimburse employees for certain medical
expenses, as well as for premiums for health
insurance policies or stand-alone dental
benefits.
And offering HRAs used to help employees
pay for individual health insurance premiums
would count as an offer of coverage to satisfy
the employer mandate under the ACA.
MORE OPTIONS, LOWER COSTS
Administration officials said expanding
HRAs would give employees more options in
terms of health coverage, and it also would
reduce costs and administrative burdens on
employers.
If enacted, the new regulations would undo
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The agencies proposing the new regulations
said in an announcement that they would
provide further guidance on the HRA-specific
affordability test.
Funds going into HRAs would be exempt
from federal income and payroll taxes.
Additionally, employers would be able to
deduct the amount they put into HRAs from
their taxes.
The proposed rule would also require
employers that offer HRAs to allow a worker
to opt out and instead claim a federal
premium tax credit to purchase coverage on
the individual exchanges.
This is the early part of the rule-making. The
proposed regulations will have to go out for
public comment before final rules are written
and implemented.
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INSURE YOUR BUSINESS

INSURE YOUR STAFF

WHY VMA INSURANCE

Coverage for liability, auto,
property, management, workers’
compensation and more

Medical, dental, vision, life,
disability, executive
reimbursement and more

VMA Insurance Services offers
preferential group rates and other
cost-saving benefits

401(K) PLANS

Administration Proposes Rules for Multiple Employer Plans
The Department of Labor has proposed new
regulations that would make it easier for
small businesses to band together to offer
retirement plans to their employees.
With 401(k) plans out of reach for many
small companies, the DOL’s proposed rules
would allow businesses to form multiple
employer plans even if the firms do not have
an affiliation like belonging to the same
ownership or membership in a trade group
– the kind of arrangements allowed under
current law.
The new regulations would allow multiple
employer plans (MEPs) to be formed by
groups of employers in a city, county, state
or a multistate metropolitan area, or in a
particular industry nationwide.
The proposed rule would also allow sole
proprietors and their families to set up MEPs
for themselves. Additionally, professional
employer organizations, which are human
resources companies that contractually
assume certain employment responsibilities
for client employers, could also sponsor plans.
The proposal is part of an effort by the
administration to help close a retirement

plan coverage gap that affects millions of
employees.
The move follows an executive order that
President Trump issued in July, ordering
the DOL and the Department of Treasury to
remove some of the barriers keeping small
businesses from providing workers access to
retirement plans.
The proposed regulations would seek to
address a significant gap in the 401(k)
landscape since about 90% of employees at
large companies have access to retirement
plans, while less than half of workers at
smaller firms do.
“Many small businesses would like to offer
retirement benefits to their employees, but
are discouraged by the cost and complexity
of running their own plans,” Alexander
Acosta, Secretary of Labor, said in a prepared
statement. The proposal would give these
employers “a simple and less burdensome
way to offer valuable retirement benefits to
their employees,” he added.
Small employers that participate in a MEP
can benefit by having lower fund fees, as well
as lower administrative costs. And fiduciary

responsibility can be transferred to the MEP
sponsor, so that individual companies cannot
be put on the hook for ERISA compliance.
There could be more rule-making on the
horizon for MEPs. Insurers have been lobbying
regulators and Congress to modify existing
MEP requirements.
‘ONE BAD APPLE RULE’
One of those requirements is the so-called
“one bad apple rule.” Some of the MEP
requirements, such as nondiscrimination rules,
are applied on an employer-by-employer basis
rather than a plan basis. This means that just
one non-compliant employer can jeopardize
the tax status of the entire plan, putting all
employers at risk.
Although not included in the DOL’s proposal,
the Treasury Department says the IRS intends
to issue a notice of proposed rule-making to
address the bad apple rule.
There is also legislation in Congress that
would provide employers relief from the
rule so that all employers in a MEP won’t be
penalized when one employer violates the
qualification rules.
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For more information on VMA’s workers’ comp,
health or voluntary benefits programs,
please contact VMA Insurance Services.
Visit insurance.vma.bz for details.
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ABOUT US
The Risk Report is provided to members
of Visual Media Alliance and clients of
Visual Media Alliance Insurance Services,
its wholly owned subsidiary. VMA
Insurance Services provides a full suite of
insurance programs including property and
liability, commercial auto, management
liability, professional liability (errors &
omissions), and group health programs
to over 750 firms.
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Check Subcontractors’
Insurance Policies
Can you as a primary contractor be held liable under your
own workers’ comp policy if one of your subcontractor’s
employees is injured? Courts have on numerous occasions
said you are.
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As the main contractor, you could see a claim hit your policy even if
the injured party works for a third- or fourth-level subcontractor, and if
none of your subs have secured workers’ comp coverage. This scenario is
even more likely if you have substantial control over the sub’s employees.
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Courts generally start with the subcontractor whose employee was injured and
move up the chain of subcontractors until they can find a valid workers’ comp policy.
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The best way to protect yourself as a main contractor (or even as a subcontractor that hires other subs)
is to require that all of your subs have a certificate of insurance. You should call their insurer to confirm
as well.
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Another option is to build insurance coverage costs into the contract with your sub and then purchase
the necessary insurance yourself. You can also run a check with the State Contractors Licensing Board
(www.cslb.ca.gov) to see if your sub has workers’ compensation coverage.
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